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For more than a month or so I had
been looking forward to this day:

SunnO))) & Boris where about to
give a once only performance of

their "Altar" long playing
collaliorative release . . . and I

was going to be there!

Now, to set the scene, I've never
witnessed any of these outfits
live before, and only recently
got into their music! I've owned
most of their LPs/CDs for over a

year . . . but I never truly
worked out where they were coming
from . . . until, one perfect day,

it just hit me like a ton of sludge
falling from the giddy heights of
Drone Mountain! The conceptual
doors had opened, and I had
entered a strange new world of

beautiful sounds and incredible
noise. "Altar" is maybe my least
favourite SunnO) ] ) album, but its

also their most accessible. The bonus CD with
Earth is brilliant ("Her Lips Were Wet With
Venom" )

!

Exactly a year ago I went to see The Burial
Chamber Trio with Atilla (SunnO))), Mayhem) on

vokills, Greg Anderson (SunnO)))) (with
gasmask!) on bass and Oren (SunnO)))) on
guitar! That gig totally blew my head off . . .

it was loud, extremely loud! It felt like being
locked in an old Egyptian tomb with a possessed
mummy (Atilla) ! A month later, I could still
hear his strange barking in my head, so there
was no way that I was going miss Altar Live
In London.

That's the funny thing! I almost did miss them!

I only just made my connection for the Sam
Eurolines Bus to London. The trip was absolute
hell! Delays, delays, delays! I eventually
arrived 3-hours behind schedule. So, there I was
in Camden Town, already knackered, running the

last few miles to The Forum! I arrived just as

Earth were finishing, so I missed them (so did
I - Encoule!) . Outside the venue, I had a quick
drink with my London friend, Linda, and a

well-deserved spliff.

I soon encountered a problem!

A bunch of orange apes told us that there was:

Before long, I figured out that the balcony was not

sonically suitable for a SunnO))) show either! The
sound waves have to hit you in the right spots, &

even Sunno) )

)
' s experienced technicians must have

found it impossible to direct these waves upwards!
Bummer

!

Then Boris took to the stage, and though they
definitely piqued my interest right from the gel

I expect they can do much better. Like everyone
keeps saying: great drummer! Yeah, I'll definitely
go and see them again. I later found out that the
whole show was specially structured for this event
so all the bands played stuff associated with
"Altar", & not their usual set! I'm not usually a

fan of double necked guitars, but Boris pulled it

go<
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3/ No going to the merchandisi

ticket holders!
stall for balcony

I had made 2 - fundamental mistakes: firstly, I i

too tired to stand, so the balcony beckoned.
Secondly, I'd arrived too late, leaving no tim<

relax and get on the right mental footing for i

full-on SunnO))) night out! Shit, not a great

Did I mention it was loud?

SunnO))) took to the stage in their usual robes,

but with way too much light! The green and blue
lights were boring from my vantage point on the
balcony. Atilla came on looking fantastic, as

always, wearing an old potato sack & a crown of

thorns, carrying some evil contraption in his
hand? SunnO) ) ) proceeded to perform a 40-minute
song with Atilla's vokills dominating. Still, I was
not overly impressed, and neither was Linda! On the
balcony the sound waves were compromised! It wasn't
bad, but we expected so much more! Just way too
much light . . . and nothing much happening on
stage. I'm sure if you were downstairs in the mosh
pit it would have been a much better/louder

I eventually had to offer my spare ticket to the
bouncers just to be able to have a relaxing spliff
during the interlude. I was tired, the wine they
served was expensive and disgusting ... & I could
intuitively sense that loads of punters were craving
for a smoke. We Warriors Of The Church of The Mighty



SunnO) ) ! We were being Cold what to do by a handful
of idiots drunk on power. I felt like killing them,

and couldn't help thinking: whatever happened to

that ye olde punk rock attitude, the real
underground shit! They would never have stood for
this bollocks! How could they have stopped a few
thousand people lighting up in unison? I would have
paid good money to see them attempt to manage such

At home here in Belgium, as you
e won ' t let anyone stop us

having a smoke at a SunnO))) gig!

Time for "Altar" : they begin again with a stunningly
beautiful version of "Sinking Belle", sung by the
star of the night, Jesse Sykes . I fell head over
heels in love at first sight ! More songs from
"Altar" followed, "Etna" in particular was great;
the lights turned red & the volume got turned up at

last! I started seeing strange creatures in the smoke
and the red lights. It was also fantastic to see the
guy from Boris surfing the crowd in his robe!

ich llgh

Yes, for a while I was solid gone. Hovering with an
expanded conciseness all over the ceiling. I was
experiencing a wonderful loud rock concert the way
loud rock concerts should be experienced! "Altar"
was stunning to witness, yes! But SunnO))) are
capable of far harsher sonic shenanigans than those
they performed here at the Forum, as I was soon to

4-days later in Belgium, at the 4AD Club in the
beautiful town of Diksmuide, I was in the front line
once again, and this time I was not too tired to get
down & get with it. I arrived early enough to check
out the great bar next door to the venue: full blast
punk rock, smoking allowed, Oxfam Wine (2-EurDS a

glass!). I smoked a few spliffs, had a few beers . .

and then went next door to the 4AD Club (capacity
300) . The entrance fee was 10-Euros, and the super
nice girl on the door told me she'd give me a free
lift back home after the gig (a distance of 100km! !

!

Isn't that amazing?

The 4AD bar stays open ti

places you can imagine tc

dark, like old punk gigs
extremely friendly! It ws

11 am! One of the best
a gigl Pretty small,

to be. The staff wen
non- smoking venue, bu'

when SunnO))) came on stage about half the people
in the house fired up spliffs!

It started with The Fog (if you've ever seen the
movie The Fog . . . with the creepy undead,
coming slowly, ever closer, then you'll know what
T mean!). That's exactly what it felt like . . .

like an evil presence had entered together with
The Fog! Through the dark, red lights, a strange
creature appeared . . . the only thing visible
being the hood of a monk's robe! Inside this hood
was blackness ... & from this blackness a

trumpet appeared. I got sucked into the blackest
of holes: the black hole inside the trumpet! It

was totally alien for a few seconds. I got scared,

really scared of what was going happen next,
because this sounded like nothing I had ever
heard before: totally hypnotic, totally out of

this world, totally awe-inspiring. Slowly the

black hole became a circle, then a floating
bell . . . rising . . rising up into the ether

Sl beyond! Either an optical

effective lighting! An
ancient & very powerful
force was in effect. I felt
real fear. I recalled the

terror-stricken audience of

The Burial Chamber Trio gig
a year ago in Brussels.

The trumped had disappeared
& 4-robed figures filled
the stage: a bass, someone
playing what looked like a

massive wooden pole with
Strings, Oren playing his

playing what sounded like a

broken toy piano (later,

more guitars and a Moog
appeared!) . They just got
louder and louder and
scarier and louder and
scarier! It wouldn't have
sounded out of place in

-12-07 your local Institute For
The Criminally Insane! It

>f utter madness! The childish
sounding toy piano made the whole thing even
creepier. Again, I wondered: would they go too
far? Would they kill us all with sound? Bottles
were shaking. A guy in front of me fell to his
knees. Another one stood motionless staring at

the stage, totally off his destroyed head! I felt
the sound waves hitting my stomach, like someone
punching you hard. I felt like throwing up. I

felt scared shitless . I felt like I ' ve never felt
in all my years! Like seeing the devil manifest
himself at a Sunday Mass!

The shaking sound waves moved up to my heart. I

began to experience Irregular heartbeats. Was I

going into cardiac arrest? A motherfucking heart
attack? There was no escape, no one moved. We
were rooted to the floor by the power of sonic
mayhem ! Then the sound waves grabbed me by the
throat, choking me, squeezing the very life out
of me. I couldn't breathe! Then it moved to my
head. I saw flashes of things I only usually see
on DMT whenever I ' m in India: I saw a room where
4-hooded monks smoked pipes inside a kind of bell
shaped object, flying around the cosmos,

controlling the universe by waves of sound;

the sound <



OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM

!

Beautiful and terrifying landscapes flashed across
my brain pan. All pain was gone. My mind was totally
alight with pure white noise, getting steadily louder
and more insane! Then the sound waves took my cells
apart & I became a million vibrating cells separated
by sound. Suddenly, it stopped. SunnO))) offered a

simple prayer to their audience, before leaving the
stage. A prayer to the blistering SunnO))) . . .

I was in shook . . . but after 5 -minutes or so I felt
cleansed! My whole body, mind, soul, chakras , etc, had
been washed! Massaged, even! SunnO) ) ) is like taking

before . . .Sordid Zine. . .
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After the gig I followed everyone back to the bar next
door! The people here are so friendly, the beer is so
cheap & the music is so loud! It's an incredible place.
It suddenly seemed like people from all over Europe were
part of this new tribe. A real underground tribe: sticking,
fucking and fighting together, like the mythical punx of

'77! Warriors Of The Mighty SunnO))), unite!

SunnO) ) ) are like ;

to climb hard and f

for those who are \

surpass even your v

of sound! There is

SunnO) ) ) do!

beautiful Himalayan mountain: you have
Low and, at times, painfully . . . but
Llling endure the pain, the rewards w.

Lldest dreams! SunnO))) is the future
io band in the world who can do what

11

Needless to say, I immediately mail-orde
the Japanese re-issues of all their CDs
just as soon as I got home.

highly recommend any of their albums
They all fuck minds!

Bless them,

they do to i

they know

Reviewed By Bavo) )

)

The Belgian: Dark Lord Of B]

Im A very angry guy

The so called civilezed world.

.

with their demonic leaders bush
putin,the french twat,the bleeding

I had enough

I cant stand it anymore

first the earth and the sea get
destroyed for money

Now they are selling OUR AIR! t 1

Enough is enough.

Time to fight back

then our stunningly beautifull
planet

Bush is just another ant

This ant should be crushed!

Oh and fuck china.;! lived ther.

for 2 years in 1987-89

Fonking horrible

India is nice :)
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